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“ A R T  I S  T H E  O N E  T H I N G
T H A T  T R A N S C E N D S  T I M E

A N D  S P A C E . ”
 

U n k n o w n



INTRODUCTION

For millennia, Human history has been influenced and shaped by "art" considered in the sense of
everything that has been created by a human hand with the intention of sharing visual, sonorous, olfactive,
gustative and intangible emotions.

One would argue that some artists are better than others, but artistic beauty is a matter of perspective since
even relatively simple bananas on a wall at Art Basel have been sold for considerable amounts.

Truth is, there is a wide range of applied and fine arts, ranging from traditional sculptures and paintings to
film, to photography, graphic design, animation and video games. Therefore, art encompasses a large part
of our life and it is difficult to estimate its global market capitalization. 

The art world also suffers from territorial fragmentation and a certain opacity. Nevertheless, specialists
consider that the global valuation of the industry oscillates between 70 and 800 billion dollars (cf. Figure
below: "Average worldwide art sales from 2017 to 2019, by sector").

Finally, throughout history, art has been left in the hands of a certain elite. This is where blockchain and
crypto come into play, transcending the conventional limits to participate and access the art world.
 
The digital revolution thus opens a new chapter where art plays its vital role to inspire individuals.
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In these times of short-sighted economics, exceptional and independent artists are struggling to get the
backing they deserve to grow and thrive. The art market is overly bound to social media relevance with an
art production depending on hype instead of quality.

ART CAN DIE tackles this paradigm by leveraging web3 to produce qualitative art and to connect artists,
collectors and passionates in a transparent, secure and profitable world of art.

A           Contemporain & autres secteurs
B           Moderne
C          Autres beaux-arts

Contemporary & other sectors
Modern
Other fine art

2018 20192017

D          Contemporain uniquement
E           Arts décoratifs & antiquités

Contemporary only
Decorative art & antiques

Figure: average worldwide art sales from 2017 to 2019, by sector (Source: UBS: Art Basel)



I. A DYNAMIC WEB3 COMPANY

ART CAN DIE is a company producing sustainably qualitative art.

Tackling important concerns such as illiquidity, lack of transparency and third-party control, our mission is to
be active in both physical and digital markets in order to reshape our experience of art.

A new world of art 3.0: transparent, fair, secure and offering beneficial interactions between key players.

An innovative approach that is bearing fruit since our company has already convinced thousands of
members, and gave life to 16 art projects carefully selected.

The quality and accumulated experience of the team ensure a solid bridge between art and technology,
enabling the emergence of a disruptive space connected to the real world. The perfect alliance between
physical and digital art.

II. TIMELESS ART

To start its revolution, ART CAN DIE produces and finances 16 exceptional physical and digital art projects
(paintings, sculptures, installations, performance, NFTs etc.) all imbued with authenticity, originality and
humanity.

Discover: www.artcandie.com/art

The first international exhibition ART CAN DIE | New Ark will take place in Bangkok from September 1 to
October 16, 2022. 

Talented artists will showcase their work around the unifying philosophy of the New Ark of the Covenant.
Chinese-American artist Mu Pan, Belgian sculptor Nick Ervinck, French painter Stéphane Blanquet, Belgian
activist Marisa Papen, Italian sensation Alessandro Sicioldr, Director Jacq, Belgian artist Ilse Van Roy,
American eclectic Daniel Martin Diaz, German master Michael Hutter and Thai leading artists Pichai
Pongsasaovapark, Suwat Boontam, Thongmai Thepram and Vipoo Srivilasa.

"Born to save art": during two years, a world tour of exhibitions will pass through several art capitals,
highlighting international and local artists, exclusively produced by our decentralized world of art.

Thanks to ART CAN DIE, artists are free to create and the community experiences timeless art.
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III. MEET THE TEAM
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Jean-Marc GOOSSENS

Founder & President
International attorney at law specialized

in blockchain and crypto. Lecturer.
Founder of 4Blockchainers.

Gaël BOVEN

Founder & Managing Director
International attorney at law specialized

in blockchain, crypto and AI.
Entrepreneur and speaker.

Dr Keir FINLOW-BATES

Blockchain Expert
PhD in mathematics, metaverse

wizard, blockchain researcher, author
and software technology inventor.

Badr BOUSSABAT

AI Specialist
Author, speaker, TV columnist,

economist and political scientist.
President of AI TOGETHER.

Quentin HERBRECHT

Chief Advisor
Token sales advisor, serial investor.

Founder and CEO of Markchain.

Romain VERLOMME-FRIED

Art & NFT Advisor
Market law consultant, auctioneer

specialized in Modern and Asian art.

Anthony WUYTS

Marketing Advisor
Investment and web3 consultant.

Founder of CryptoLogik and Head of
Community at Streamr.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jean-marc-goossens-873a9b14/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayn-traub-545214142/
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IV. THE CHALLENGE

Centralisation

Illiquidity

Centralization

Bureaucracy Opacity

Illiquidity
Localized, storage, transportation.

Opacity
Pricing, transactions, black market.

Centralization
Elitist system, third-party, accessibility.

Bureaucracy
Transfer of ownership, custody, insurance.

The art industry is illiquid and heavily localized for artists and buyers in terms of access reserved to the
elite. Acquiring art requires a great amount of paperwork, storage, transportation, maintenance, custody
and costly insurance.

Another aspect is of particular importance: the lack of standardization in determining prices and the process
of transactions are causing significant liquidity concerns.

Theft is also a constant threat. In 1990, artworks worth more than $500 million were stolen at the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, which is often referred to as the largest-value theft ever. Artwork
forgery is also omnipresent: a decade ago, a painting believed to be from the 17th century was sold by
Sotheby's for $11 million. Five years later, it was revealed that the painting had been synthetically modified,
morphing it into a forged piece instead of a valuable historical representation. 

Mostly, high net worth individuals dominate the market. Therefore, broad access to retail investors is rarely
granted.

Lastly, a lack of transparency is caused by the chronically present gray areas and the stunningly large black
market used to trade artworks below the radar of authorities and rule-abiding collectors. 

These latter aspects explain why the art market needs to implement the perks of the digital economy, and,
most specifically, blockchain's innovations: such as tokenization, NFTs and DAO.
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V. THE OPPORTUNITY

The overall capitalization of art is estimated to be reaching $800 billion. (source: UBS: Art Basel).

Surveys of 2,339 High Net Worth (HNW) collectors conducted across 10 markets showed their spending
increased substantially in 2021 (source: Art Basel and UBS Global Art Market Report 2022).

The median expenditure on fine art, decorative art, and antiques rose from $72,000 in 2019 to $126,000
in 2020, before more than doubling in 2021 to $274,000. 

Picasso’s "Femme Assise près d’une Fenêtre (Marie-Thérèse)" (1932) sold for $103.4 million at Christie’s
in New York.

While traditional mediums dominated in terms of value in 2021, the digital art market is experiencing
remarkable growth.

In 2019, sales of NFT art and collectibles on popular blockchains totaled $4.6 million. By the end of
2021, that number stood at $11.1 billion. For example, NFT sales on Ethereum jumped from $65 million in
the entire of 2020 to $1.2 billion in the first half of 2021 alone (source: Forbes).

Regarding art-related NFTs, the value of sales expanded over a hundredfold year-on-year reaching
$2.6 billion. Christie's, for example, has already made a name for itself in the space, clocking $93.2 million
worth of NFT sales in the first half of 2021 (source: Forbes).

11% of HNW collectors’ spending was on digital art and some 74% had bought art-based NFTs in 2021
and 88% are interested in buying NFT-based artworks in the future. For those who had purchased NFTs,
the median number summed over all categories was 13, including four related to art. The median
expenditure across all NFTs was $24,000, with 37% of that (or $9,000) on art.
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"Everydays: The First 5000 Days" by Mike Winkelmann, alias Beeple: $69.3 million sold by Christie's
"HUMAN ONE" by Beeple: $28.9 million
"CryptoPunk #5822": $23.7 million
The Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC), an NFT collection of 10,000 selfless monkeys reached $1 billion in
sales in March 2022
A work by Tyler Hobbs sold for $3.3 million in August 2021

The growing interest in digital art was clear, particularly for younger collectors: a small number of young
collectors spent significant amounts on digital art, with 5% of Gen Z and 4% of millennial collectors having
spent over $1 million. Besides, over half of the HNW collectors surveyed (56%) were planning to buy
digital art in 2022, and this was highest for millennial collectors (61%), and in Taiwan (71%), Singapore
(62%), and the UK (61%).

Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, are changing the way we think about art—and investors are starting to take
notice. A few examples to illustrate the growing enthusiasm for NFTs:

Sales of digital art represent approximately $2 billion per month, according to JP Morgan.
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A similar level of growing interest is observed for blockchain technology, making it the right time to
leverage the power of web3 to the benefit of the art world.

  Figure: Size of the blockchain technology market worldwide from 2018 to 2025

https://decrypt.co/resources/non-fungible-tokens-nfts-explained-guide-learn-blockchain


VI. THE STRATEGY: ready, set, action.

The art market, long established as a source of investment and a safe haven, suffers from a lack of
transparency, security, accessibility and liquidity.

The digital revolution opens up the field of possibilities and makes it possible to build a solid bridge between
new technology (blockchain, NFTs, crypto) and the physical art world.

ART CAN DIE has grasped this challenge and leverages web3 to produce and promote exceptional art. Our
community experiences a new world of art featuring exclusive events and projects, participating from the
inside, as coproducers. Therefore, investing in ART CAN DIE means more than investing in a
cryptocurrency. We are designing a disruptive space, merging physical and digital, giving life to timeless art.

A. DAO: the DIE world 

DIE world is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) run by its members who can influence the
direction of the events and the art produced, as coproducers. They can also participate in contests and
games, as well as to enjoy an optimized staking system (= savings in DIE tokens).

In line with the spirit of decentralization, we are giving the power back to people. Artists, collectors and the
public participate in the creation, financing, and promotion of exceptional art projects. Members share with
other artists, collectors and art lovers in a space promoting security, freedom and transparency.

A new world of art built by the community, for the community.

How does a DAO function? 

According to IBM, blockchain is “a shared, immutable ledger that facilitates the process of recording
transactions and tracking assets in a business network. An asset can be tangible (a house, car, cash, land)
or intangible (intellectual property, patents, copyrights, branding). Virtually anything of value can be tracked
and traded on a blockchain network, reducing risk and cutting costs for all involved. A blockchain network
can track orders, payments, accounts, production and much more. And because members share a single
view of the truth, you can see all details of a transaction end-to-end, giving you greater confidence, new
efficiencies and opportunities”. Blockchain is also defined by Computer World as follows: “based on a peer-
to-peer (P2P) topology, blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (DLT) that allows data to be stored
globally on thousands of servers – while letting anyone on the network see everyone else's entries in near
real-time. That makes it difficult for one user to gain control of, or game, the network”. 

By eliminating the need of a third party and intermediary in a user's transaction, blockchain redefines the
way we perceive money, transaction, value and trust.

According to Investopedia, a smart contract is a “self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement
between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code. The code and the agreements contained
therein exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain network. The code controls the execution, and
transactions are trackable and irreversible” and permits “trusted transactions and agreements to be carried
out among disparate, anonymous parties without the need for a central authority, legal system, or external
enforcement mechanism”; smart contract technology (set or rules stored on the blockchain executed
automatically to speed up transactions) will be implemented by ART CAN DIE (eg. the percentage of profits
for artists on future sales, the digital certification, etc.).
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Fungibility is “the ability of a good or asset to be readily interchanged for another of like kind” (eg. fiat
money), according to Investopedia; 

Non-fungible tokens (or NFTs) are “cryptographic assets on blockchain with unique identification
codes and metadata that distinguish them from each other. Unlike cryptocurrencies, they cannot be
traded or exchanged at equivalency. This differs from fungible tokens like cryptocurrencies, which are
identical to each other and, therefore, can be used as a medium for commercial transactions”
(Investopedia). 

According to a Ernst & Young 2020 report, the process of tokenization “creates a bridge between real-
world assets and their trading, storage and transfer in a digital world. The corresponding basis is built by
using the Blockchain technology. In the most abstract form, tokenization converts the value stored in
tangible or intangible objects into a token that usually can be manipulated along a DLT/Blockchain system”.
Almost any asset, either real (paintings, diamond, stocks) or virtual (copyrights, brand, crypto kitties) can be
tokenized into digital token.

Finally, it is worth noting that it is possible to tokenize assets, whether fungible or not:

ART CAN DIE leverages the power of blockchain to transcend the art market’s classical limitations and to
offer its stakeholders a faster, easier and safer way to make transactions.

Concrete application 

DIE world (DAO) takes full advantage of blockchain (that enables the unalterable certification of ownership,
storage, and transfer of -digital- assets without requiring third-party involvement or intermediary control
such as banks, notaries, central authorities) and the process of tokenization to convert fine art creation –
paintings, TV series, movies, music records, sculptures – into digital assets (NFTs) ; which contribute to
give back to DIE members their full autonomy as well as guaranteeing the security of transactions, the
reduction of costs, and the increase of assets liquidity. Transactions are flawlessly peer-to-peer and fully
decentralized. DIE holders enjoy great opportunities to make a profit on the secondary market trading as
well as to deal with the prosperous world of NFTs, whether through rewards that will be earned in regularly
organized events, or through the redirection of the benefits/profits of the sale of the art produced in the
DAO. Finally, members can earn considerable power and benefits thanks to their staking of DIE tokens in
the DAO.

   Figure: ART CAN DIE DAO; source: DAC
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Utility token, which as such does not represent shares, but gives owners access to the DIE world
(DAO), and secondary market trading on exchanges; 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) which works with multiple crypto tokens and blockchain wallets. The
BEP-20 token standard uses the same functions as the ERC-20 standard, with additional benefits such
as lower transaction fees (making it highly popular); DIE NFTs will be on Ethereum ERC-1155;

Compatible with all stakeholders involved in the art industry, from the artist to the gallery;

Access to DeFi – Staking – NFTs – Metaverse.

B. DIE token

To pursue our decentralized vision of individual freedom and in order to transcend legal hurdles, DIE token
is of a “utility” nature and shall not be confused with any financial instrument. In this regard, DIE token
gives access to the DAO, and all its original perks such as “consultancy rights” (members can have an
impact on the projects by voting on the Art Director’s proposals) and “requesting rights” (members can
ask to organize special fundraising events).

Based on their staking volume, DIE token holders will also be able to progressively influence additional
aspects of the ecosystem – such as the reserve and the non-profit management. 

For privacy needs – even though blockchain nature is of total transparency – ART CAN DIE will reserve
some adequate adjustments like anonymization.

All this reflects our vision of connecting more people to the art world, while optimizing liquidity of the global
art and crypto market – since DIE token will be tradable on centralized (CEXs) and decentralized (DEXs)
exchanges.

DIE specifications

DIE token is an access and governance tool for the DIE world (DAO) with the following characteristics:

Tokenomics and token distribution

ART CAN DIE is a community-driven project made by and for the art community as well as for crypto users.
Together they form the “DIE community” for whom we are committed to a “know the product, understand
the value and foster excellence” perspective ensuring the sustainability of the ecosystem.
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Artists (20% - 4,200,000): for emerging and established artists.
Staking & Liquidity (15% - 3,150,000): for DIE holders.
DIE world (DAO) (6% - 1,260,000): incentives to participate and sustain the platform.
Advertising (6% - 1,260,000): airdrops, gifts and events to foster adoption among the public.

DIE tokenomics are built on a scarcity model based on its limited supply of 21 million tokens.

DIE tokens for sale (35% - 7,350,000): development of the ecosystem and art projects.

Rewards: building of a powerful DIE world and a strong community.

Team & advisors (10% - 2,100,000): guarantee for qualitative work. The team and advisors respect a one-
year blocking period of their tokens; coupled in certain cases with a prefixed distribution of up to 10% at the
listing and then a strict additional release per month.

Reserve (8% - 1,680,000): support liquidity after the ICO and the listing. Also used to stimulate art-related
initiatives throughout the DIE world life cycle.

C. CORE BUSINESS

ART CAN DIE is a company producing sustainably qualitative art. Our mission is to be active in both
physical (museums, events, galleries) and digital markets in order to reshape our experience of art.

We own the fine art we produce and profits* are fairly distributed between the artists and the company. 
*Art revenues are generated by the sale, rental, royalties/commercial and performance rights inherent to
the art projects, both with regard to physical and digital creations.

Our physical art projects will indeed also be marketed in the digital world as NFTs. Good examples of the
current opportunities, we have the artist Phannapast who sold her first NFT for 5 ETH = $15,000; and The
Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC), an NFT collection of 10,000 Apes that reached $1 billion in sales last March
2022. The Apes were minted for 0.08 ETH ($200) and now have a price of 77 ETH ($250,000).

Unlike other digital companies, we position ourselves in the niche "NFT Art" market, meaning the
production of NFTs related to high-quality underlying artistic assets. Indeed, ART CAN DIE produces only
stunning art projects imbued with authenticity, originality and noble character – both in the physical and the
digital world. Such strategy is 100% in line with the evolution of the NFT market, gradually maturing and
focusing more on phygital: an artistic creation simultaneously physical and digital.

We intend to market various merchandising related to our brand and art projects (e.g. clothes, bags, etc.).
Exclusive collections will only be available for DIE members.

Furthermore, we also plan to create an alternative version of the DIE token (utility nature) to serve as a
universal means of payment in the art market: the DIE stablecoin. Artists and consumers will use it instead
of FIAT currencies, positively impacting the value of DIE tokens. Another useful application will be applied
to the Metaverse (sale of specific products, NFTs, virtual lands, art stores and galleries).

DIE tokens and DIE stablecoins are inspired by the same principle of the virtuous circle: the value of the
token increases with the number of users, and thus, the more adoption, the more value gain and ROI.
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Artificial Intelligence tools will help us clarify the profile of customers, improving their experience and
increasing our profitability.

Finally, our business model also benefits from the exponential added value from the artists and the
promotion made to their respective fan base and community.

Over time, the increasing value of DIE tokens will contribute to strengthening ART CAN DIE's financial
capacity.
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VII. USE OF FUNDS

DIE tokens (7.35 M coins) sales revenue will be used to develop and promote our ecosystem: setup,
maintenance, DIE world (DAO), Metaverse, R&D + Tech (24%), Operational (15%) and art production
(30%).

20% of the funds will increase the visibility and adoption of DIE in the crypto sphere through effective
marketing and partnerships.

Legal fees will represent 4% and 2% will be dedicated to non-profit causes.

5% of the total funding will be allocated to the DIE reserve, serving as a strategic allocation to forge
successful partnerships with popular artists, investors and companies, and as a source of additional
revenues during optimal market circumstances.

ART CAN DIE will also make efficient investments in various sectors, such as DeFi (decentralized finance),
NFTs, and blue-chip art (last example of expertise, our participation in the auction of the "Dune" book at
Christie's Paris - finally sold for $2.6 million).



VIII. DIE COMMUNITY

DIE WORLD MEMBERS 

In line with the spirit of decentralization, we are giving the power back to people. Buying DIE tokens allows
anyone to enter the DAO, a Decentralized Autonomous Organization, materialized as an online platform run
by its members. This enables ART CAN DIE to connect artists, collectors and passionates, while producing
art projects based on authentic values.

The DAO is a community-based platform where members influence the direction of the events and the art
produced. As well, members can share with other artists, collectors and art lovers in a space promoting
security, freedom and transparency.

ARTISTS

Art creators are the obvious stakeholders of the art market. For this reason, we put great effort to facilitate
the showcasing and sale of works by these creators of inspiration and well-being.

ART CAN DIE selects artists and projects based on genuine criteria: talent, originality, humanity, and a
unique vision of the world.

In return, artists get adequate financing, exposure, reputation and the freedom to create hassle-free.

COLLECTORS

Thanks to ART CAN DIE, collectors enjoy easy and secure access to international fine art. We provide
them the opportunity to purchase physical and digital art in the form of NFTs. As members of DIE world,
collectors also benefit from special perks: priority purchasing, premium selling of their collections, limited
editions, etc.

GALLERIES

Since demand for art is correlated to the efficiency of art galleries, we implement strong synergies with both
physical and digital art galleries, but also serve as an online art gallery.

CURATORS

In specific cases, or at the expressed demand of the community, art expertise will confer authenticity and
credibility to chosen art creations.

Together, our community is greater: strong individuality is the spark to collective greatness. ART CAN
DIE promotes a close bond between all its members, reducing the gap between artists, collectors and
passionates.
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IX. NFTs: the revolution.

Thanks to the blockchain technology from which they come, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) allow artists and
their owners to value a digital work. Indeed, without physical support and being available in electronic form,
any file could be the victim of copying or misappropriation.

However, certain concerns grip this new medium, creating fears and rejections. ART CAN DIE, born to save
art, enters the era of web3 with an extraordinary artistic proposal.

Current market issues

The NFT market is overwhelmed with creations of varying quality, sometimes without artistic intent. Access
to them, in terms of technology or accessibility of purchase, is obscure to many. There is little public
exposure, generally no historical look, nor sustainability.

Too often, sales focus on trending and ephemeral collections, with some criticisms: an opacity of the offer,
fear in transactions and of a highly volatile market, a highly-focused demand on a few collections.

We propose DIE world as a solution to tackle these concerns: projects are voted by the community,
blockchain ensures transparency and security of transactions, ART CAN DIE team guarantees the genuine
character and the quality of the art production.

Together, we form a strong community of artists, collectors and art lovers.

The phygital art

ART CAN DIE's core principles are anchored in physical art. We first produce the physical piece, then,
based on several criteria, we duplicate it as an NFT. This allows us, unlike other projects, to have solid
fundamentals and to position ourselves in a burgeoning market, while leveraging both worlds. 

Thanks to our community, we grant a greater space to artists and to the realization of their projects.
Collectors and passionates then meet and experience timeless art in the DIE world as well as during
stunning exhibitions in major capitals, achieving our vision of creating a natural space where physical and
digital art live.

Art concerns us all

NFTs have already changed the artistic landscape, revolutionizing our conception of what art can be.

With its hybrid proposal, ART CAN DIE opens decentralized finance to the greatness of art production and
manages to lower the average age of consumers to around 25 years old (40 until then). Blockchain paves
the way towards democratization and modernization of an art market in search of renewal.

If we want to change the world, we have to change tools: NFTs, crypto, and decentralization reshape the art
world which is everyone's matter.

NOTE: DIE NFTs will be minted on Ethereum (ERC-1155), soon featuring a new layer with reduced usage
and costs. The drops will follow the exhibitions and the supply will depend on the economic reality.
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X. METAVERSE

A world beyond borders with more time for oneself, both for leisure and work.

Since the dawn of the Internet, human interaction has become increasingly virtual; many social and
business relationships are conducted online. What is considered normal and acceptable is challenged.
People will spend more time digitally both for relaxation and for work.

ART CAN DIE leverages web3 technologies to add a new layer and to redefine how people engage in
the art world. But what is a “Metaverse”? It’s an alternate digital reality or a new web of shared virtual
spaces in constant evolution, which unlock new kinds of economies and ways for experiencing art,
without middlemen and yet with a more democratized access to valuable artworks.

In a nutshell, the metaverse is a place where people can go to find the games, music, films, and art they
like, as well as to share emotions and connect with friends, all brought together in a single immersive
experience.

ART CAN DIE will increase the exposure of its community to the metaverse by partnering with museums,
galleries, auction houses and other DAOs. This will foster its ecosystem and give artists a new gateway to
commercialize their art.

Imagine DIE members hosting their own events, connecting with multiple NFT collectors and other
metaverse users, all with the guarantee of authenticity and security, and without the hurdles of shipping,
insurance, storage and other classical costs inherent to the art world.

The metaverse breaks the limits of the real world, removes middlemen, opens new market opportunities,
and revolutionizes our experience of art.
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Q3-Q4 2022

Launchpads

NOV-APR 2022

Token first sales

SEP-OCT 2022

First international
exhibition | Bangkok

APR 2022

NFC Lisbon

2023

Global exhibitions

2023

DIE world (DAO)

2024

Metaverse

NOV 2021

Whitepaper

XI. ROADMAP

2021 - ...

Art

Q3-Q4 2022

Listing on 
centralized (CEX)

and decentralized (DEX)
exchanges

This roadmap is built on the current state of the market. In the event of changes, ART CAN DIE will adapt
its business model accordingly. 
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CONCLUSION
 
 

Our mission is to optimize transparency, liquidity, accessibility, and ease of the global art market by
means of blockchain, DeFi, DAOs, NFTs and cryptocurrency.

ART CAN DIE was born to help artists get efficient financing without losing their creative autonomy,
while offering collectors and the public a perfect blockchain-based solution for participating in the
production of handpicked artworks.

Artists are no longer required to be both creators and businessmen and can devote their full time to
artistic creation.

DIE world members enjoy stunning art and great opportunities to make profits in the crypto market.

The solid bridge between physical and digital achieves its promise: artists get financed, the value of
DIE tokens increase and timeless art emerges.

Born to save art.
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http://www.artcandie.com/


ANNEX

$0.2

DIE TOKEN round 1
NOVEMBER 2021

3 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

 $500 MINIMUM
 $50,000 MAXIMUM TO BUY

4-MONTH MANDATORY CLIFF PERIOD

$0.4

DIE TOKEN round 2
FEBRUARY 2022

4.35 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

 $100 MINIMUM
 $25,000 MAXIMUM TO BUY

NO CLIFF 

NO VESTING

RELEASE OF PURCHASED TOKENS:
10% AT LISTING, THEN 25% VESTING/MONTH
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DIE TOKEN FIRST SALES:



A CURATION OF THE ART ALREADY PRODUCED BY ART CAN DIE:

MARISA PAPEN

NICK ERVINCK
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https://www.artcandie.com/flower-of-life-marisa-papen
https://www.artcandie.com/nick-ervinck
https://www.artcandie.com/nick-ervinck
https://www.artcandie.com/flower-of-life-marisa-papen
https://www.artcandie.com/nick-ervinck


DIRECTOR JACQ + SUWAT BOONTAM 

MU PAN
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https://www.artcandie.com/erawan-gatekeeper-mu-pan
https://www.artcandie.com/project-new-ark-director-jacq
https://www.artcandie.com/project-new-ark-director-jacq
https://www.artcandie.com/project-new-ark-director-jacq
https://www.artcandie.com/erawan-gatekeeper-mu-pan
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DIE TOKEN, THE CLOSEST CRYPTO TO THE MOON:

GAËL BOVEN, ART CAN DIE COFOUNDER, ON MOUNT EVEREST: WORLD'S HIGHEST PEAK.

https://twitter.com/die_coin/status/1529493374625099777?s=20&t=QZF644GST8J_C7lUwyU5qg


Legal compliance and Disclaimer

The information set forth in this document (Whitepaper or WP) is given without any guarantee of preciseness or
completeness and shall not be considered as exhaustive. None of the information or analyses in this WP is intended to
provide an adequate basis for an investment decision. This document does not constitute a contractual offer, nor a
recommendation or invitation to make an investment in an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The content is not
binding for future participants in the token sale as described in this WP. All information in this WP is subject to constant
change. The attainability of the goals is linked to many external factors. Due to the uncertain evolution of blockchain
technology and regulations, this information may be changed and modified discretionary. The ART CAN DIE WP does
not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of any security or any other product
or service or any other third party referenced in this whitepaper. You are solely responsible for determining whether
buying DIE tokens or being member of the DIE world (DAO) is appropriate for you based on your personal objectives,
financial circumstances, legal framework or limitation and risk tolerance. There is no central point of address as ART
CAN DIE is solely community-driven and of a decentralized structure, and therefore, does not promise any returns.

DIE tokens are of a utility nature and shall not be confused or deemed to be considered as a security, commodity, or
any other kind of financial instrument. DIE tokens have no intrinsic value; it is envisioned to be an access and
governance token for the ecosystem and are not intended to be purchased for pure speculative reasons. DIE tokens
are “utility tokens” that do not represent shares or confer rights to dividends, interests, or profits regardless of their
nature, nor any right in the decision-making process of ART CAN DIE company. Thus, DIE tokens shall not be
registered under the Securities laws of any country. Accordingly, the offering of DIE tokens on an exchange/trading
platform shall not be considered as having the consequence of changing its legal qualification. The sale of DIE tokens
is final and non-refundable. The token is based on the Binance (BSC) blockchain. Any malfunction, flaws, breakdown or
abandonment of the Binance chain may have a material adverse effect on the company’s plan contained in this WP.

ART CAN DIE company and its subsidiaries shall not be deemed as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters, nor
as a registered broker. All the company provides is purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes. The
full functionality of the company’s proposed ecosystem and tokens is not yet complete, and no assurance can be
provided of such completion. Full functionality may take longer than expected. Legal authorities may take decisions or
create new regulations impacting ART CAN DIE business. In such an event, DIE holders and users understand and
accept that ART CAN DIE will adapt its business model, terms, privacy policy and disclaimers. In this case, ART CAN
DIE and its affiliates shall not bear any liability related to any loss or damage caused by such events. Buyers and users
of DIE tokens and/or products and services acknowledge that despite ART CAN DIE efforts to properly manage its
business and development of its platform, there is no guarantee of achievement. There may be a fatal flaw in the
company code, including a fatal flaw in the company’s proposed ecosystem, token, platform, and any other proposed
company operation. The company, its proposed ecosystem, and its token may fundamentally change as the
circumstances develop and as the company adjusts.

No information in this WP is intended to advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, value or suitability of
any particular cryptocurrency or any other matter. There is also no guarantee that the company will deliver on the
contents set forth in this Whitepaper. The development or deployment of the company’s proposed ecosystem and token
may fail, be abandoned or delayed for a number of reasons, including lack of funding, lack of commercial success or
prospects, or for any internal or external cause. Information contained in this WP may be outdated and is obtained from
sources believed to be reliable. DIE buyers and users are considered having sufficient experience in the
blockchain/crypto sphere to perfectly understand the risks here related. If needed, they shall seek professional advice.
Any person interested in purchasing or using DIE tokens and/or services who do not accept or understand above risks
should refrain from acting related to. ART CAN DIE company, its subsidiaries, and team will not be liable or responsible
for any loss or damage in this regard or caused in reliance upon information contained in this WP. It is the sole
responsibility of buyers and users of DIE tokens and/or DIE services to verify compliance with the laws to which they
are subject at any time, particularly legal restriction that may impeach them from participating in the token sales and/or
in any services proposed by ART CAN DIE, including the DIE world (DAO). The latest version of this WP is available at
the official website.
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